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“Yeah.” The director was very arrogant. He didn’t want to talk to people
like Lin Ziming, but directly said to Yang Qi: “He is yours, so you can tell
him the rules of the set. Tell him not to mess around, you know?”
“I know, I know!” Yang Qi nodded hurriedly, his face full of surprise and
excitement, he was even happier than Lin Ziming.
Next, Yang Qi hurriedly told Lin Ziming the rules of running the dragon
three times, for fear that Lin Zi could not remember it and made a mistake,
“Remember, we have to remember the rules and don’t make mistakes when
we run the dragon. , Otherwise the reputation will get worse, and it will be
difficult to pick up the show.”
Lin Ziming was a little helpless, and said, “You know Brother Qi, don’t
worry, I will abide by the rules.”
It is quite dramatic to think of him as Chairman Zi Qiong, who came over to
his studio in a daze.
After waiting for a long time, everything is ready, and no filming has started
yet, Lin Ziming asked curiously, “Isn’t it said that filming will start at nine
o’clock? Why is it ten o’clock now, and there is still no movement? It.”
Lin Ziming’s words didn’t deliberately lower his voice, and it reached many
people around him. Many people looked back, a little displeased, and scared
Yang Qi hurriedly grabbed Lin Ziming and made a’hush’. The gesture, said
worriedly: “Speak down! Didn’t I tell you, you can’t talk casually on the set,
especially about people casually! Otherwise, the director will be very angry
if he hears it.”
Lin Ziming also frowned slightly. He felt that the atmosphere on the set was
not quite right. Except for some leading actors, the other actors were
all-only, and were particularly afraid of the director, especially Yang Qi,
who were too arrogant and fearful of the director. It is even deeper into the
bones, more serious than facing parents.
This is inconsistent with his philosophy. With such a set environment,
everyone’s nerves are so tight. Can you really make a good movie?
“Brother Qi, we are only here to work, so there is no need to be so
conscientious.” Lin Ziming said silently.
Yang Qi said, “Brother, it’s not like that. Filming is different from other
industries. On the set, the director is the biggest. All of us must obey the
director’s arrangements! Don’t talk about us runners, those important
protagonists, too. I’m afraid of the director. Of course, unless you are a
first-line celebrity like Wu Fanyi, now it has been delayed for so long and
there is no boot, because Wu Fanyi has not yet been there.”
“Who is Wu Fanyi?” Lin Ziming asked with some confusion.
When Lin Ziming said this, not only Lin Ziming, but even the dragon
sleeves next to him opened their eyes one by one, looking at Lin Ziming in
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shock, and the other dragon sleeve said, “Damn! You are not, even Wu
Fanyi. I don’t know? It’s the popular little meat traffic star now! It’s also the
actor of our drama!”
Oh, Lin Ziming understands, it turned out to be the actor, the so-called little
fresh meat star.
He really doesn’t know him, because he doesn’t have a cold with these
traffic stars. Besides, in his capacity, it is impossible to take the initiative to
pay attention to these traffic stars. Just kidding, he doesn’t even know all the
stars in Michelle’s company.
“Oh, it turned out to be him.” Lin Ziming nodded, his expression very calm.
However, his expression fell in the eyes of everyone, it was an act of
pretense, making some international jokes, but anyone who came to run the
game and contact the entertainment industry, would anyone not know Wu
Fanyi?
At this moment, from outside the set, a white Toyota Alpha drove over, and
from above, walked down a handsome and handsome little meat. Yang Qi
immediately pushed Lin Ziming and whispered: “Now , That is Wu Fanyi,
the lead actor of our play.”
“I got it.” Lin Ziming nodded lightly, looking very calm. His reaction made
Yang Qi a bit speechless when he saw it. He muttered in his heart, not
seeing him for a year, brother Ziming has become swollen and he has met a
big star. , I’m not excited anymore.
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